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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is an ef-
fective means to improve the spectral efficiency of a wireless
communication system. When applied to cellular networks, cell
edge users may suffer from low bit rate, or the associated base
stations may need to use excessively high power to serve those
users. In order to alleviate the problem, this paper considers the
integration of NOMA with coordinated transmission techniques.
A two-cell system is considered, in which there are two usersnear
their associated base stations and a cell edge user served byboth
base stations. It is assumed that each user has a data rate require-
ment, and the system objective is to minimize the total transmit
power. With a formal problem formulation, the feasibility o f the
problem is characterized by using Helly’s theorem. When the
problem is feasible, we design both centralized and distributed
algorithms to solve it. Numerical results show that NOMA can
significantly outperform an orthogonal multiple access scheme in
terms of power consumption and outage probability.
Index Terms—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), co-
ordinated multipoint (CoMP), power control, power domain
multiplexing.
I. I NTRODUCTION
To satisfy the growing demand of mobile services, high
requirements have been requested for future generations of
mobile celluar systems. Among them, high spectral efficiency
brings a big challenge to the multiple access scheme. Due to
the scarcity of available radio spectrum, how to do it in an
efficient way appears particularly important. To allocate lim-
ited spectral resources to multiple users, conventional schemes
are adopted, which focus on time, code or frequency domains
(TDMA, CDMA, OFDMA, etc.). These schemes can avoid
the mutual interference between users by orthogonal designin
the corresponding domain. However, the potential of spectral
resources are not fully exploited by these schemes and they
are not optimal in the field of spectral efficiency. In this
case, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is proposed to
provide higher spectral efficiency [1]. The prevalent concept
of NOMA is power domain multiplexing. Different transmit
powers are assigned to different users according to their
channel conditions. For downlink, transmitters broadcastthe
messages of several users with superposition coding in the
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same time and frequency block and users can decode their
own message using successive interference cancellation (SIC).
Since 2013, NOMA has attracted more and more attention.
In [2] [3], the authors adopted suboptimal fractional transmit
power control (FTPC) to the NOMA system, which is similar
to the power allocation in LTE and compared the sum rate
performance of the NOMA system with the OMA system. A
distributed optimal solution of downlink multiple-user system
was proposed in [4] and it is showed that NOMA can save
more energy than OMA.
However, due to the decoding order of SIC, equal perfor-
mance can be difficult to achieve for the users near to BSs and
the cell-edge users which have worse channel conditions. In
[5], [6], the near-BSs users are used as relays to construct a
cooperative NOMA system. The integration of NOMA system
with beamforming technique was adopted in [7] [8] to improve
user fairness. These methods need extra complex technique
while the coordinated NOMA (CO-NOMA) can guarantee
weak users’ performance in a simpler way. In [9], with the
assumption of the symmetric channel conditions and equal
transmit power of near-BSs users, Alamouti code was used
by two coordinated BSs and the performance in terms of the
ergodic capacity was discussed. The work in [10] evaluated th
system-level performance of CO-NOMA system in which all
users are served in a coordinated way with a suboptimal power
allocation solution of FTPA. Besides, a multi-tier NOMA
strategy was considered in [11].
Different from [9]–[11], which focus on the sum rate
performance, in this paper, we concern more about power
consumption of a CO-NOMA system. The coordinated trans-
mission of two BSs is adopted to improve the performance of
a cell-edge user. We formulate the problem with a optimization
parameter and show a necessary and sufficient condition
of the feasibility derived from Helly’s theorem [12]. Next,
we propose a centralized optimal solution and a distributed
suboptimal solution aiming to different scenarios. Finally, we
simulate different scenarios of CO-NOMA as well as optimal
solution of OMA and compare their numerical results.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
Section II describes the system model and problem setup.
The feasibility of the problem are discussed in Section III.
Section IV presents two proposed solutions and algorithms.
Fig. 1. Two-cell downlink NOMA system model with three users
Section V reports their performance and compares the optimal
solution of OMA in terms of power consumption. Finally, the
conclusion of this paper is showed in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the downlink of a NOMA system with two
base stations (BS) which use the same channel. As shown
in Fig.1, each BS serves a user near to it (user 1 or user 2)
while the cell-edge user (user 3) is served by both BSs. For
u ∈ {1, 2, 3}, b ∈ {1, 2}, let gu,b be the power gain of the
link from BS b to useru, and letru be the rate requirement
of useru. The bandwidth of the channel isW .
As user 3 is attached to two BSs, each BS broadcasts
messages to its two users with superposition coding and the
messages to user 3 from different BSs are the same. In other





for b ∈ {1, 2}, wherep1 andp2 are the powers for users 1 and
2 while p3,1 andp3,2 both are the powers for user 3. So the
total transmit power of BS 1 isp1+p3,1 and the total transmit
power of BS 2 isp2 + p3,2. Let ~p = (p1, p2, p3,1, p3,2). For













whereNu is a Gaussian random variable with varianceu >
0.
For user 1, with the decodable constraint to be described
later, it can first decode the message for user 3, use successive
interference cancellation (SIC) to remove it from its received
signal, and regard the signal from BS 2 as noise. It is similar
for the other near-BS user (i.e., user 2). For the cell-edge user
(i.e. user 3), the messages of users 1 and 2 are not decoded
and the interfering signals are simply treated as noise. Letthe
noise power spectral density at each user beN0. The post-
processing SINRs (i.e. after interference cancellation) of the
three users can then be expressed as:
Γ1 =
g1,1p1












N0W + g3,1p1 + g3,2p2
. (3)
Note that we have assumed that the signals transmitted by both
BSs for user 3 are aligned in phase so that the received power
of the two signals can add up in . The corresponding rate of
useru is then given as
Ru (~p) = W log2 (1 + Γu) . (4)
To make sure that users 1 and 2 can both decode the mes-
sage for user 3, the following constraints should be imposed:




N0W + g1,2 (p2 + p3,2) + g1,1p1
)
≥ r3 (5)




N0W + g2,1 (p1 + p3,1) + g2,2p2
)
≥ r3 (6)
Although both BS 1 and 2 transmits the message of user 3,
the signals arrived at users 1 or 2 cannot be aligned in phase
due to different propagation delays. Therefore, in (5) we have
assumed user 1 decodes the message of user 3 from the signal
transmitted by BS 1, treating the signal transmitted by BS 2
as noise. The same assumption applies to (6).
The objective of this work is to minimize the sum of
transmit power with the constraints of the minimum rate
requirements and the decodable constraints. The problem can
be formulated as follows:
min ‖~p‖1 (7)
subject to
Ru (~p) ≥ ru, u = 1, 2, 3, (8)
R′i (~p) ≥ r3, i = 1, 2, (9)
~p ≥ 0. (10)
We call this problemp-OPT.
III. F EASIBILITY
Due to the expression ofΓ3, the constraints of this problem
are not all linear. On the other hand, it can be expressed as a
parameterized family of linear programming problems. To see
this, we define a parameterα as the ratio betweenp3,2 and
p3,1, i.e., p3,2 = αp3,1. Defineγu , 22ru − 1 for u = 1, 2, 3.












Proof: To ensure that (5) and (6) can be satisfied with
non-negative power values, we must have, respectively,
g1,1 − γ3g1,2α > 0, (12)
g2,2α− γ3g2,1 > 0. (13)
These inequalities together imply (11) and the feasible range
of α.
Assume that the condition in Lemma 1 holds. With slight
abuse of notation, we shorten~p to a three-dimensional vector
by removing the last componentp3,2, since it can be expressed
asαp3,1. Then, the constraints (8) and (9) can be written in
matrix form as




































































































































which consists of three square matrices. For everyG ∈ Ω, the
matrix I − G is irreducible. Note thatG can be regarded
as a link gain matrix for a conventional power-controlled
system, which consists of three co-channel point-to-point
unicast system. For this reason, we call eachG a unicast
setting. Note also that eachG is parameterized byα.
The following three results are needed for us to derive
feasibility conditions ofp-OPT. The first one is a well-known
result in the classical power control theory, the second oneis a
power control result originally derived for a multicast system,
while the second one is a basic result in discrete geometry.
Theorem 1 (Power control theorem [13]–[15])Consider a
unicast settingG and assumeI − G is irreducible. The
following statements are equivalent:
1) There exists a positive power vector~p such thatG~p ≥
~n.




k=0 (I − G)
k ≥ 0 exists.
Lemma 2 ( [16]) ConsiderG̃, Ĝ ∈ Ω such thatG̃ differs
from Ĝ only in one row. Let̃p = G̃
−1
~nG̃ and p̂ = Ĝ
−1
~nĜ.
There existsp ∈ {p̃, p̂} such thatG̃p ≥ ~nG̃ and Ĝp ≥ ~nĜ.
Theorem 2 (Helly’s theorem [12])Let F be a finite collec-
tion of convex sets inRN . The intersection of all the sets ofF
is non-empty if and only if anyN +1 of them has non-empty
intersection.
Theorem 3 Given an instance ofp-OPT in which (11) holds,










λ(I −G) < 1.
Proof: If the problem instance has a feasible solution,
there exists a power vector~p ≥ 0 such thatA~p ≥ ~n. Then
∀G ∈ Ω,G~p ≥ ~n ≥ 0. According to the power control
theorem,∀G ∈ Ω, λ(I−G) < 1. So,maxG∈Ω λ(I−G) < 1.
The necessity is proved.
Next, assumemaxG∈Ω λ(I−G) < 1. By Theorem 1,∀G ∈
Ω, there existsG−1 ≥ 0, and~p = G−1~n ≥ 0 exists.
We first define a convex setA11 =
{
~p ∈ R3 : a11~p ≥ n11
}
.







3. Among these five convex sets, we choose any four
of them and take the intersection. There are five possible











































wherei 6= j. By Lemma 2, there exists~p such thatG1~p ≥




1 ∩A12 ∩ Ai3 ∩ Aj3
}
and the
intersection of each combination in this group is not empty.










2 ∩A13 ∩ A23 ∩ A33
}
. We want
to show that both of them are non-empty. By symmetry, it




1 ∩ A13 ∩ A23 ∩A33
}
. We can first
let p2 = 0. The resulting system is equivalent to a system
characterized by the4 × 2 matrix A′ which is constructed
by removing the second row and second column fromA.
Similarly, we can defineΩ′ and G′ for A′. Note that the
dimension of the power vector of this system is reduced from 3
to 2. Now we want to prove that the new system has a feasible
solution. We repeat the previous argument. For the new
system, there are four combinations of any three convex sets.
















1 ∩A′23 ∩ A′33
}
. We can prove
that each of them is non-empty in the same way with the
first group of the original system with Lemma 1. The second




3 ∩ A′23 ∩A′33
}
, which is also non-









. By Helly’s theorem, there exists~p′





1 ∩ A13 ∩ A23 ∩ A33
}
.
In conclusion, as the intersection of all combinations of
any four convex sets are non-empty, by Helly’s theorem, the
intersection of all convex sets is non-empty and the problem
is feasible. The sufficiency is proved.
We remark that our approach can be generalized to the
case where there are maximum power constraints imposed
at the base stations, based on the results in [17]. Moreover,
our approach can also be extended to a large network which
consists of multiple base stations and users.
IV. POWER CONTROL ALGORITHMS
In this section, we consider two approaches to solvep-OPT.
One is centralized, which requires a controller which knows
all the channel gain information. This approach may not be
practical but it serves a benchmark for comparison. The other
one is a distributed approach, which removes the burden of
measuring cross link gains, which is much more desirable from
a practical viewpoint.
A. Centralized Algorithm
In the centralized scenario, we assume that there is a
central controller which knows the values of all the channel
gains. According to the constraint matrix, the solution canbe
decomposed into two steps:
1) Choose a value for the optimization parameterα.
2) Given the value ofα, optimize the total power consump-
tion.
In the first step, the controller performs one-dimensional grid








value ofα, the second step is a linear programming problem,
which can be efficiently solved. It is clear that the solution
obtained is optimal.
Alternatively, this problem can also be solved by convex
optimization techniques. Note that inp-OPT, all the constraints
are linear except the one in (8) withu = 3, i.e.,
R3 (~p) ≥ r3.
We can rewrite it as






p3,1p3,2 is a concave function, the whole problem can
be cast as a convex optimization problem, and thus can be
solved by standard solvers.
B. Distributed Algorithm
In the distributed scenario, each BS knows only the link
gains of the users associated with it, i.e., BS 1 knows the
values ofg1,1 and g3,1 while BS 2 knows the values ofg2,2
and g3,2. The cross link gains,g1,2 and g2,1 are not known
by the system. This consideration is especially important for a
large network, since there are many interfering signals that are
treated in noise during decoding. It is practically impossible
to measure all the cross link gains in the network.
For this scenario, we propose a suboptimal solution. We
adopt the same two-step approach in the previous subsection.
The first step is to choose a value ofα to approximate the
optimal value ofα. Since cross-link gains have less influence
in this system compared to other parameters, we neglect the
cross-link gains, assuming that they are zero and solve for
the optimal value ofα for this simplified system. Note that
without cross-link gains, the system becomes



















































































By the constraints above, the transmit power values to user
1 and user 2 are independent of the transmit power value to
user 3, since the interference of user 3 is canceled at user 1
and user 2. Obviously, the minimum transmit power values to
user 1 and user 2 aren11 andn
1
2, respectively. The remaining







p3,1 ≥ γ3N0W (1+γ1))g1,1 , a,












p3,1 and y ,
√
p3,2. We can then re-write the
above problem as follows:













It can be seen that we need to find a feasible point that





g3,2b ≥ c, then we can obtainx =√
a, y =
√
b, andα = b/a. Otherwise, the optimal point must




g3,2y = c. We assume
that the distance between the origin and the point (x0, y0) is
the minimum among the distances of all the point on line
L. Since the line connecting(x0, y0) to the origin must be
perpendicular to lineL, we must havey0/x0 =
√
g3,2/g3,1.




















































Hence,α can be obtained. With the estimated value ofα,
we use an iterative distributed algorithm for the second step.
The system in (17), with cross link gains non-zero, can be
expressed as














is called the inter-
ference function. It can be easily proved thatI satisfies
the following three properties and is thus called a standard
interference function [18]:
1) Positivity: I (~p) ≥ 0
2) Monotonicity: If ~p ≥ ~p′,thenI (~p) ≥ I (~p)
3) Scalability: For all α > 1, thenαI (~p) ≥ I (α~p)























, which is also a
standard interference function by [18, Theorem 5]. In addition,
the convergence of this algorithm has been proved in [18].
In this scenario, the two BSs do not need to know all channel
information and they only have to communicate with each
other in the first step. The search of optimalα is avoided by
an estimated value. We will discuss the performance of these
two algorithms in the next section.
V. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON
To evaluate the performance of our model, we first think
about the downlink of a corresponding OMA system with two
channels whose bandwidth arew andW − w.The messages
from BS 1 to user 1 and from BS 2 to user 2 share a common
channel and the messages from BS 1 and BS 2 to user 3 use
the other channel. Here, the rate constraints become:






















N0 (W − w)
)
≥ r3 (29)



















Fig. 2. Locations of the three users after 5000 times’ simulation.
whereru, for u = 1, 2, 3, are the same rate requirements as
for the NOMA schemes and the variablew ∈ [0,W ].
Given the value ofw, it is straightforward to minimize
the total power‖~p‖1. Therefore, the optimal sum power for
the OMA scheme can be obtained by a one-dimensional grid
search forw.
Next, we compare the performances of OMA and NOMA
systems. We consider two neighboring hexagonal cells with
radius of 500 meters. As shown in Fig. 2, in each cell, there
is one BS in the center and one user uniformly distributed
in a circular area around BS. The radius of the circular area
is 150 meters. And there is also one user located in the cell
edge, the distance from this user to BS1 or BS2 can range
from 350 meters to 650 meters. The system bandwidth is
assumed to be 10 MHz and the noise power spectral density
is assumed to be -174 dBm/Hz. In the propagation model,
we consider the distance-dependent path loss, shadow fading
and small-scale fading. The path loss component is given by
128.1 + 37.6 log10 d, in which d is the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver in km. Lognormal shadowing has
the standard deviation of 8 dB. For small-scale fading, each
user experiences independent Rayleigh fading with variance 1.
Fig. 3 shows the total power consumption of the two NOMA
schemes and the OMA scheme with increasing rate require-
ment. We generate randomly 5,000 problem instances for each
target rate. Among them, we calculate the average power
consumption of the instance in which all the three schemes
are feasible. We can observe both NOMA schemes outperform
the OMA scheme and the advantage increases with the rate
requirement. When the rate requirement is 12 Mbit/s for each
user, the optimal NOMAscheme saves37.52% of average
power consumption and the distributed NOMA scheme saves
31.32% of average power consumption compared with the
OMA scheme. Moreover, according to the performance, the
distributed scheme can be a good approximation to the optimal
centralized scheme, especially for low rate requirements.































Fig. 3. Power consumption versus minimum rate requirementsof three
schemes.






















Fig. 4. Outage probability versus minimum rate requirements of three
schemes.
To compare the outage probability of the three schemes,
we assume the maximum transmit power of each base station
is 100 mW. Fig. 4 represents the numerical results of the
outage probability, which is determined by the percentage of
the outage instances among all the instances. With the grow-
ing rate requirements, the outage probabilities also increase
and the NOMA schemes also outperform the OMA scheme
significantly.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work considers the downlink of a coordinated NOMA
two-cell system, which serves two near-BS users and a cell-
edge user. The power minimization problem for such a system
is formulated subject to rate constraints. The feasibilityssue
is investigated, and a necessary and sufficient condition is
derived by means of Helly’s theorem. Furthermore, the power
minimization problem is shown to be a parameterized family
of linear programming problems, so that it can be solved by
doing a grid search over a single parameter. Such an approach,
however, requires the knowledge of all the link gains in the
system, which is practically difficult to implement. For this
reason, a distributed heuristic algorithm is proposed, which
eliminates the need of measuring cross link gains. Numerical
results show that it outperforms an OMA benchmark system.
While this work considers only a small network, the ap-
proach is expected to be applicable to a large network with
many base stations and users. In a large network, however,
some other issues need to be addressed, such as user grouping
and base station association, which are left as future work.
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